
Pure Substances and Mixtures
In th e previous inves tigation you looked a t di fferent substances. Bu t
why is eac h subs tance di ffe ren t from o ther substances? Why does ea ch
substanc e have it.s own properties?

Liquid
In a liquid. the partic les are
slight ly farther apart. Because
the partic les are farther apart,
the att ractive forces are
weaker. They are able to slide
past one another.

Gas
In a gas, the particles are far
apart. The particles can move
in any direction because the
attract ive forces are weakest.

Pure Substances

Different Particles, Different
Substances
Accord ing to the part icle theory, there are
man y d ifferen t kinds of particles. The
di fferences between th e particles cause the
substances that contain them to have different
p ro perties.

A pure substance contains on ly one kind of"
particle th ro ughou t. There are man)' pure
substances, but only a few can actually be
found in na ture. We oft en think of our
d rinking water as being purc, but this water
has chemicals in it 1.0 remove bacteria, so it is
actua lly made up of several pure substances, In
nature, pure substances tend to mix together.
There are exceptions; for example, diamonds
are pure . They are formed deep in the mantle
of Earth's crust, but thcv a re rarelv found.
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Almost all of th e pure substances we
encounter in our lives have been made pure
by human beings. Aluminum foil is pure, and
so is table sugar. To obtain th ese substance ' in
a pure form , we take the raw material that
contains them, and separate out the substance
we want , as shown in Figure 3. All samples of
pure substances have the same properties
whe ther the sample is large or smal l.

To answer th ese questions
we nccd to look at th e
particle theory. T he parti cle
theory, developed over
many cen turies, ex plains
that ma tte r is made up of
tiny panicles with spaces
between them (Figu re 1) .
Panicles are always moving.
The more ene rgy th ey have,
the faster th ey move. The
parti cle theory also ex plains
th at the tiny particles in
matt er are attracted to each
o the r (Figu re 2) . T h is
theory has been useful in
explaining some
observatio ns about th e
beha iour of matter.

Solid
In a solid, the particles are
close together and locked into
a pattern . They can move, but
only back and forth a little .
Attractive forces hold the
particles together.

Willi).
A magnified view of a thin metal foil supports the particle
theory explanaucn that matter consists of tiny particles with
spaces between them.

The Particle Theory
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OMIi"
Table sugar is obtained by a ref ining
process in wh ich the sugar from sugar
beets or sugar cane (raw material) is
separated from the fibre and other parts of
the plant. Aluminum comes from bauxite
(raw material), a type of rock that contains
aluminum mixed up w ith other minerals.

table sugar

aluminum foil

sugar
cane

sugar
beet

bauxite

Willij'
Most substances you w ill come in contact with are mixtures.
Mixtures contain at least two pure substances .

Mixtures
Almost all of the natural substances , as well as
human-made and manufactured products, in
the world ar e mixtures of pure substances. A
mixture co n ta ins two or more pure subs tances,
as shown in Figure 4 . Mixtures can be an y
combina tio n of so lids, liquids, and gases. For
example, so ft drinks are a mixture th at includes
liquid water, so lid sugar, and ca rbon di oxide
gas . Bread is a mixture of yeas t, Dour, sugar,
water, air, and o ther chem ica ls.

pure substance

.: mixture

pure substance

Is Tap Water a Solution?

• Clea n two glass co ntainers or watch
glasses, ensuring th at th ere are no spots
o n them .

• Mark one co n tainer T (fo r tap wate r)
and th e o the r 0 (for di stilled wate r).

• With a clean medicin e d ropper, add 5
drops of tap water to th e co n ta ine r
marked T, and 5 d rops of distill ed wate r
to th e co n ta ine r marked D.

• Place th e co n ta iners ncar a sunny
window or a heat e r, and let them stand
un tiI th e water evaporates.

• Hold the co n ta ine rs up to th e light.

1. What do you notice about each
co ntainer?

2. Based on your observations, is tap water
a so lu tion? Explain.

3. How would you class ify th e d istill ed
water? Explain .

4. Do you th ink evaporation is a re liab le
meth od for separating a d issolved so lid
fro m all liquid solutions? Why or why
no t?
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Heterogeneous and
Homogeneous Mixtures

Ul!illl"J
Pure substances mix to form mechanical mixtures or solutions .
In a solution, the particles of the pure substances are mixed
evenly so that neither original substance is visible. In a
mechanical mixture, the substances do not mix evenly. Both
substances are clearly visible.

ItHeM- Classification ofMatter

becau se two or more substances can be see n
and felt. If you tak e a sma ll sample from such
a mixture , it may have di fferent properties
[ro m another sample . Another nam e for a
he terogeneous mixture is a mechan ical
mixture (see Figure 5) .

In a homogeneous mixture (homogenous
mean s "same kind ") , the parti cles of th e pure
substances mix toge the r so comple te ly th at
the mixture looks and fee ls as th ough it is
made of on ly one substance. No matter where
you sample it, or how small th e sample is, th e
p roperties of thi s mixture are always th e same .
Steel , composed of iron, oxygen, and carbon,
is a homogeneous mixture. No matter where
you cut a steel bar, it always looks the same .
Wh en you mix a sma ll amo unt of salt with
water you create a homogeneous mixture .
Ano ther name for a homogeneous mixture is
a solution. We can class ify matter based on its
obse rva ble properties (see Table I ) .

I matter I
I

I mixtures I I pure substances I
I

I I
mechanical mixture solutions
(heterogeneous) (homogeneous)

mechanical mixturepure substance

In many mixtures, like concrete o r granola,
you can clearly see separate pieces in th e
mixture. Each spoonful of gra nola is different.
If you tak e up a spoonful of wet co ncre te, it
may or may not co n ta in a pebble. This type of
mixture is ca lled a heterogeneous mixture
(he te rogeneous mean s "d iffere nt kinds") ,

•••••••....•••pure substance • •••••••••••.... / .., . . .
• • • solution

pure substance

•••••••••• • •••••.... ..
pure substance • . .../ :..

•

Mechanical Mixtures and Solutions from the Refrigerator

• Make a j elly dessert in a clear glass howl
following the package directions. Wh en
th e j elly has se t, observe it closely.

1. Is the jelly transparent?

2. Can you see more than on e type of
particle?

3. How would you classify it?

4. Is the j elly a solution?

• Try shining a flashlight through th e
howl , so an y fin e particles will become
visible.

• Add a tabl espoon of chocolate syrup to
a glass of water and stir until th e syr up
and water are thoroughly mixed.

6. Is th e mixture homogeneous
(a solution ) or heterogeneous
(a mechanical mixture )?

• Let th e mixture stand for a whil e , then
observe it again.

7. What do you notice?

8. Make a list of other mixtures that have
simil ar properties to chocolate syrup
and water.

5. What do you think now? Would you
change you r classification? State reasons.
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copper

... zinc

miliijij
Brass, a decorat ive metal, is a solid solution in which a small amount of
zinc (the solute) is dissolved in copper (the solvent) whi le it is molten
hot. The zinc makes the brass harder than pure copper.

More About Solutions

Understanding Concepts
1. (a) What is a pure substance?

Give an example.
(b) What is a mixture? Give an

example .
2. Ident ify the solute and the solvent

in the picture below.

sign Challenge
Are the mixtu res you must
separate for your Challenge
mechanical mixtures or solutio ns?

(e) tap water
(d) loonie coin(b) orange juice

3. Describe in your own words the
difference between a mechanical
mixture and a solution . Include the
terms homogeneous and
heterogeneous in your answer.

4. Which of the following is a
solution, and which is a mechanical
mixture? Explain the reason for
your choice .
(a) wood

Making Connections
5. Give an example of each of the

follow ing types of solutions (not
including those already mentioned
in this section) :
(a) a liquid in a liquid
(b) a solid in a solid
(e) a solid in a liquid

6. Make a chart and list 10 liquids
found at home. Examine the
contents by reading the labels on
the containers .
(a) On your chart identify the

liquids that meet the definition
of a solution .

(b) For each solu tion, list the
solvent and the solute(s) on
your chart.

In a so lution , one substance has mixed
complete ly, or d issolved, into another.
Solutions can be so lid, liquid , or gas. Steel, a
solid so lution , is made when oxygen (a gas)
and carbon (a solid) dissolve into the main
substance, iron . The substances that d issolve
(in the case of steel , oxygen and carbon) are
called the solutes. The substance into which
they dissolve (iron ) is call ed the solvent. Brass
is another solid solution . The solvent in brass
is copper, and th e solute is zin c, as you can
sec in Figure 6.

Air, a solution of gases, consists mostly of
nitrogen gas (the solven t) . The gases dissolved
in it include oxygen , argon , and carbon
dioxide (the so lutes).

Liquid solutions are formed when a so lid,
a liquid, or a gas dissolves in a liquid. For
example , apple juice is a solution of sugar and
minerals (the solutes) d issolved in water (the
solvent) . The oceans are a solution of many
different salts dissolved in water. Another
liquid so lution is vinegar. Vinegar, used on
French fries and salads, and for clean ing
stains, is a solution that consists mostly of
water (the solvent) and a small amount of
liquid acetic acid (the so lute ) .

Liquid solutions may also include d issolved
gases. Pop is a sweet solution that is mostly
water (the solvent) , with both solid sugar and
carbon dioxide gas (the so lutes) dissolved in
it. All so lutions are homogeneous, so they
look th e same throughout, but liquid and gas
solutions are also transparent (yo u can see
through them) . They may have a co lour,
however, as the solutions apple juice and
tea do.
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